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To be bred in a place of estimation; to see 
nothing low and sordid from one’s infancy; 
to be taught to respect one’s self; to be 
habituated to the censorial inspection of 
the public eye;(...) to have leisure to read, 
to reflect, to converse; (...) to be taught to 
despise danger in the pursuit of honour and 
duty; (...) to possess the virtues of diligence, 
order, constancy, and regularity, and to have 
cultivated an habitual regard to commutative 
justice: these are the circumstances of men 
that form what I should call a natural [as 
opposed to feudal] aristocracy.
EDMUND BURKE, 1791

It is well to be a gentleman, it is well to have a 
cultivated intellect, a delicate taste, a candid, 

equitable dispassionate mind, a noble and 
courteous bearing in the conduct of life – 

these are the connatural qualities of a large 
knowledge, they are the objects of a University.

A University is a place where inquiry is 
pushed forward, and discoveries verified and 
perfected, and rashness rendered innocuous, 

and error exposed, by the collision of mind 
with mind, and knowledge with knowledge.

JOHN HENRY CARDINAL NEWMAN, 1854
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Welcome to the Institute 
for Political Studies of 
Universidade Católica 
Portuguesa (IEP-UCP)

W
e hope to be a part of your life from here on, and we hope that you are well in-
tegrated on the active spirit of this Institute. This flyer will try to identify IEP and 
answer the most common questions, helping you to feel integrated. If any doubts 
remain, please don’t hesitate to contact us.

Universidade Católica Portuguesa
“I understand the management of the ‘academic thing’ as a service to a noble cause, committed 
to the integral development of the three missions of the university: teaching, research, promo-
tion of entrepreneurship and relationship with the business world. Without the excuse of circum-
stances, we want to cultivate opportunity, honor reputation, inspired by an idea of a Catholic 
university, that is socially inclusive and ethically responsible. A knowledge leader, but always 
attentive to the fragilities of the world, committed after all with the inscription expressed in 
our emblem: Veritati, which symbolizes trust in the absolute as the ultimate truth, but also the 
centrality of the human in the search for the other historically situated truth, the fruit of critical 
investigation and reflection, which for science is a continuous aspiration, not something that is 
definitely owned [...] Universidade Católica Portuguesa, the name constitutes a program, which 
links the university as a nodal institution of the civilizational process in what it has of an archive 
of the past, of action in the present and especially of projection into the future, with the Christian 
humanist identity and a project of service to Portugal and the world. This is a transformative pro-
gram whose greatness is heir to an almost millennial past, founded on the matrix of the cathedral 
schools, upon which the european universities were founded, those noble institutions that have 
been able to project the vanguard of a society to come. Today we call these processes innovation 
and they are indissolubly linked to the way modern societies shape the line of the future”.(1)

(1)  Words of Professor Isabel Capeloa Gil, Rector of the UCP, in the inauguration speech as Rector (October 28, 2016).
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The Institute for Political Studies
“The Institute for Political Studies is an integral part of Universidade Católica Portuguesa 
and it has assumed this identity since its first day.Universidade Católica Portuguesa has 
among us a mark of excellence — and that has benefited the Institute from the start. How-
ever, it is not just this secular or entrepreneurial dimension that we should remember. 
Even though this dimension is very important, it comes from something much deeper. 
Universities were born Christian, that was their origin in the European Middle Ages, and 
not in the Enlightenment of the 18th Century, as it is tends to be advertised today. It was 
that origin that marked the sense of mission of the University: their pursuit, through a 
dialogue between faith and reason, of the True, the Good and the Beautiful — understood 
as entities that exist by themselves, beyond the whims of personal opinion or percep-
tion. Through conversation and mutual criticism between our fallible perceptions, we aim 
something that is beyond each of us. That is what inspires the pursuit of excellence. In 
other words, the University is based on a combination between the spirit of freedom of 
intellectual pursuit and the sense of duty to the Good, the True and the Beautiful, which 
directs that intellectual pursuit. On the day that this tension and this balance be broken, 
in which only one of them reclaimed the absolute supremacy, the idea of the University 
would be subverted.

Second, being a unit of the Universidade Católica, the IEP-UCP is part of a non-State 
University — it can be said that we are a private university or a non-state public universi-
ty, designation that applies to the medieval Oxford and Cambridge Universities. The cru-
cial point here is that our resources depend on the free choice of our students and their 
families, as well as our benefactors.  They do not rely on coercive and opaque transfer of 
resources from taxpayers, the application of which they cannot control. This means that 
students and their families, as well as our benefactors, are at the centre of the IEP-UCP. The 
IEP-UCP does not exist to employ their teachers or staff: it is there to serve its students and 
their families and to respect the voluntary agreements established with their benefactors. 
Certainly the IEP-UCP attempts to give its faculty and staff the best conditions to perform 
their duties. But these are always defined by the duty to serve the students and families, not 
to serve those who work here through the resources of students and families. The budget-
ary discipline is one of the most instructive indicators of compliance with this spirit of mis-
sion and service. And the institutional discipline — that everyone is required to obey general 
rules of good conduct and not to the whims of each one —  is the mark of an institution that 

Welcome to the Institute for 
Political Studies of Universidade 
Católica Portuguesa (IEP-UCP)
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is at the service of others and not of itself. The free choice of families in competition — even 
if this competition is unfair on the part of state universities (which are particularly harmful 
for them) — is the best guarantee that we exist to serve students and families and not take 
advantage of them. To serve students and families does not mean following students and 
families. As a unit of the Universidade Católica, the IEP-UCP tries to reconcile two missions: 
to serve the quest for the Good, the True and the Beautiful, on the one hand, and to serve 
our customers, ie, students and their families. It is the tension between these two missions 
that emerges from the pursuit of excellence in touch with the needs and expectations of 
people. Again, this is a conversation and a tension between two principles rather than one. 
Furthermore, it is from the free choice in competition that emerges the best compass for 
the search of that balance.

Finally, the third aspect lies in the very international nature of a Catholic University. Sub-
ject to national laws, the nature of Christianity is independent of the secular power and 
is universal. Therefore, the medieval Christian universities were one of the first global or 
transnational markets of knowledge, represented among us by the discoverer pioneer Hen-
ry the Navigator and his extraordinary research school in Sagres. Proud heir of this tradition 
and this ambition, the IEP-UCP established from the beginning (in 1996) that its purpose 
was not only to constitute the best school of political studies at a national level: it was to 
establish a national standard of excellence in line with the best international standards”.(2) 

(2) Prof. João Carlos Espada, Director IEP-UCP
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IEP-UCP 
Organisational Structure

Academic Year 2022/2023
Director: Prof. João Carlos Espada 

Board of Directors: Prof. André Azevedo Alves, Prof. João Luís César das Neves, Prof. Manuel 
Braga da Cruz, Prof. Mário Pinto, Prof. Mónica Dias e Rita Seabra Brito 

Scientific Committee: Prof. Adriano Moreira, Prof. Ana Canhoto, Prof. Carlos Marques de Almei-
da, Tenente-Coronel Prof. Francisco Proença Garcia, Prof. Gonçalo Matias, Prof. Ivone Moreira, 
Prof. João Confraria, Prof. João Pereira Coutinho, Prof. José Adelino Afonso, Prof. José Manuel 
Pereira de Almeida,, Prof. José Miguel Sardica, Prof. José Tomaz Castello Branco, Prof. Lívia 
Franco, Prof. Miguel Morgado, Prof. Nuno Sampaio, Prof. Orlando Samões, Prof. Sónia Ribeiro,  
Prof. William Hasselberger

Director of the Centre for European Studies: Prof. José Manuel Durão Barroso

STRATEGIC COUNCIL

PRESIDENT: Pedro Norton, Member of the Board, Calouste Gulbenkian Foundation; IEP Alumnus

VICE-PRESIDENT:  Martim Avillez Figueiredo, Senior Partner, Core Capital Partners; IEP Alumnus 

VICE-PRESIDENT: Nuno Sampaio, Adviser to the President of the Portuguese Republic, IEP Alumnus

Alexandre Relvas, CEO, Logoplaste

António Araújo, Adviser to the President of the Portuguese Republic; Member of the Board, 
Francisco Manuel dos Santos Foundation

Diogo Lucena, Professor, NOVA, S.B.E. (School of Business and Economics), UNL

Eduardo Marçal Grilo, Former Member of the Board, Calouste Gulbenkian Foundation

Fernando Adão Da Fonseca, President, UNICRE 

Guilherme D’Oliveira Martins, Trustee, Calouste Gulbenkian Foundation

Helena Matos, Journalist, Observador

Jaime Gama, Former-President of the Portuguese Parliament

João Salgueiro, Economist, Former Portuguese Minister of Finances and European Integration

José Manuel Galvão Teles, Lawyer, Morais Leitão, Galvão Teles, Soares da Silva & Associa-
-dos, Sociedade de Advogados, RL.

José Pena Do Amaral, Economist, Member of the Board, BPI 
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Nuno Azevedo, Member of the Board, Efanor Investimentos, SGPS  
Paulo Rangel, Member of the European Parliament

Teresa De Sousa, Journalist, Público

Teresa Gouveia, Trustee, Calouste Gulbenkian Foundation

IEP INTERNATIONAL ADVISORY BOARD AND EPF CONVENORS

Marc Plattner, (Chairman), Coeditor Emeritus, Journal of Democracy, Washington, D.C.;
Amichai Magen, Senior Lecturer and Head of the MA Program in Diplomacy & Conflict 
Studies, Lauder School of Government, Diplomacy and Strategy, The Interdisciplinary Center 
(IDC), Herzliya., Israel
Anthony O’Hear, OBE; Professor of Philosophy, University of Buckingham. Director, Royal 
Institute of Philosophy, (UK 1994-2019)
Carl Gershman, Founding President, The National Endowment for Democracy, Washington D.C.
Catherine Marshall, CY Cergy Paris Université
Clifford Orwin, Professor of Political Science, Classics, and Jewish Studies at the University 
of Toronto; Distinguished Visiting Fellow at the Hoover Institution of Stanford University, and 
Founding Senior Fellow of the Berlin/Bochum Thucydides Centre, Ruhr-Universität-Bochum
Dóra Györffy, Corvinius University, Budapest
Giandomenica Becchio, Università degli Studi di Torino
Gabriel Calzada, Rector, UFM – Universidad Francisco Marroquin, Guatemala 
Hartmut Mayer, Chairman, Europaeum, Oxford
Ivan Krastev, Chair of the Board of Centre for Liberal Strategies, Sofia; Permanent Fellow at 
the Institute for Human Sciences (IWM) , Vienna; Member of the Editorial Board, Journal of 
Democracy 
James W. Muller, Professor of Political Science, University of Alaska, Anchorage. By-fellow, 
Churchill College, Cambridge
João Carlos Espada, IEP UCP, Lisbon
Larry Diamond, Senior fellow at the Hoover Institution and the Mosbacher Senior Fellow in 
Global Democracy at the Freeman Spogli Institute for International Studies (FSI) at Stanford. 
University.
Martin Hála, Charles University, Prague.
Paul Flather, Fellow of Mansfield College, Oxford; Former Deputy-Editor, New Statesman
Lord Raymond Plant, University Professor, King’s College London; House of Lords, London 
Rita Seabra Brito, EPF Programme Director 
Susan Shell, Boston College, Boston
Xiao Qiang, University of California at Berkeley, CA.
Zdzislaw Mach, Professor of Sociology and European Studies, Dean of the Faculty of  
International and Political Studies, Jagiellonian University in Krakow 
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IEP-UCP
Organisational Structure
Academic Year 2022/2023

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE

Prof. João Carlos Espada (jespada@ucp.pt) 
DEAN FOR ACADEMIC PROGRAMMES

Prof. André Azevedo Alves (azevedoalves@ucp.pt) 
DEAN FOR RESEARCH (CIEP)

Prof. Mónica Dias (moni@ucp.pt) 
HEAD OF THE PHD PROGRAMME IN POLITICAL SCIENCE AND INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS (PR AND IR)

Prof. Ivone Moreira (imoreira@ucp.pt);  
Prof. Carlos Marques de Almeida (cmarquesalmeida@ucp.pt) 
HEAD OF THE MA PROGRAMME IN PS AND IR

Prof. José Tomaz Castello Branco (jtcb@ucp.pt) 
HEAD OF THE MA IN GOVERNANCE, LEADERSHIP AND DEMOCRACY STUDIES (MAGLDS)

Prof. Orlando Samões (samoes@ucp.pt) 
HEAD OF THE BA IN PS AND IR

Prof. Francisco Proença Garcia (franciscoproencagarcia@ucp.pt) 
HEAD OF PROGRAMMES WITH AFRICA, CREDITATION AND ADVANCED PROGRAMMES

Prof. Sónia Ribeiro (sribeiro@ucp.pt) 
HEAD OF THE RESEARCH PROGRAMME IN MARITIME AFFAIRS AND EUROPEAN STUDIES

Mestre Rita Seabra Brito (rita.brito@ucp.pt) 
DIRECTOR OF THE ESTORIL POLITICAL FORUM AND TOCQUEVILLE LECTURE

Mestre Miguel Monjardino (miguelmonjardino@gmail.com) 
HEAD OF THE AZORES PROGRAMMES

Prof. João Pereira Coutinho (jpcoutinho@ucp.pt);  
Mestre Bruno Garschagen (bgarschagen@gmail.com) 
HEAD OF THE BRAZIL PROGRAMMES

Mestre Henrique Burnay (hburnay@skynet.be) 
HEAD OF THE BRUSSELS PROGRAMME AND PRESIDENT, IEP ALUMNI CLUB

Prof. Orlando Samões (samoes@ucp.pt) 
HEAD OF NOVA CIDADANIA

Prof. Eugénia Gambôa (eugenia.n.gamboa70@gmail.com) 
HEAD OF INTERNSHIP PROGRAMMES AND MENTORING

Michelle Santos, BA (msantos@ucp.pt) 
HEAD OF DIRECTOR’S OFFICE
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Ana Sofia Mendes, BA (ana.mendes@ucp.pt) 
HEAD OF BUDGET CONTROL AND HUMAN RESOURSES

Cátia Silva, MA (catia.silva@ucp.pt) 
HEAD OF EVENTS ORGANIZATION AND INTERNSHIP PROGRAMMES

Inês Bandeira, MA (ibandeira@ucp.pt)
HEAD OF EVENTS ORGANIZATION AND INTERNSHIP PROGRAMMES

Daniela Pereira Nunes, MA (daniela.nunes@ucp.pt) 
HEAD OF MARKETING AND COMMUNICATION

Susana Pedro, BA, 2nd and 3rd cycles (susana.pedro@ucp.pt);   
Miguel Paim, BA, 1st cycle (miguel.paim@ucp.pt) 
HEAD OF THE IEP ACADEMIC REGISTRY

COORDINATING COMMITTEE

Prof. João Carlos Espada, Prof. Carlos Marques de Almeida, Prof. Francisco Proença Garcia, 
Prof. Ivone Moreira, Prof. Mónica Dias, Prof. Orlando Samões, Prof. José  Tomaz Castello  
Branco, Prof. Nuno Sampaio, Ana Sofia Mendes (BA), Susana Pedro (BA) and Miguel Paim (BA). 

EXECUTIVE SECRETARIAT

Gabinete da Direcção

Michelle Santos, BA (msantos@ucp.pt) 
HEAD OF DIRECTOR’S OFFICE

Ana Sofia Mendes, BA (ana.mendes@ucp.pt) 
HEAD OF BUDGET CONTROL AND HUMAN RESOURSES

Cátia Silva, MA (catia.silva@ucp.pt) 
HEAD OF EVENTS ORGANIZATION AND  INTERNSHIP PROGRAMMES 

Inês Bandeira, MA (ibandeira@ucp.pt)
HEAD OF EVENTS ORGANIZATION AND INTERNSHIP PROGRAMMES

Daniela Pereira Nunes, MA (daniela.nunes@ucp.pt) 
HEAD OF MARKETING AND COMMUNICATION

Raquel Gatta, MA (raquel.gatta@ucp.pt) 
DIRECTOR’S OFFICE ASSISTANT

Head of the IEP Academic Registry

Miguel Paim, BA (miguel.paim@ucp.pt) | licenciaturas.iep@ucp.pt
BA PROGRAMME

Susana Pedro, BA (susana.pedro@ucp.pt) | posgrad.iep@ucp.pt  
MASTER, PHD AND POST-GRADUATION PROGRAMMES

Rafael Dias, BA (secretariado.iep@ucp.pt)  
GENERAL SECRETARIAT AND ERASMUS EXECUTIVE COORDINATOR

Joana Ramos (ciep@ucp.pt)
RESEARCH ASSISTANTS
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GUEST PROFESSORS 

IEP-UCP
Organisational Structure
Academic Year 2022/2023

Prof. António Costa Pinto
António Neto da Silva, MA
Lieut-General António Fontes Ramos
Vice-Admiral António Rebelo Duarte
Prof. Bruno Reis
Carlos Botelho Moniz, MA
Prof. Carlos Guimarães Pinto
Prof. Diogo Pires Aurélio
Prof. Eugénia Gambôa
Judge-CounselorGuilherme d’Oliveira Martins
Henrique Burnay, MA
Prof. Inês Gregório
Prof. Jaime Gama
Prof. João Cardoso Rosas
Prof. João Salgueiro
João Vacas, MA
Prof. José Esteves Pereira

Prof. José Lamego
Prof. José Manuel Moreira
Prof. José Luís Moura Jacinto
Prof. José Manuel Félix Ribeiro
José Manuel Fernandes
Judge-Counselor José de Sousa Brito
Prof. Leonor Durão Barroso
Miguel Monjardino, MA
Prof. Miguel Poiares Maduro
Prof. Nuno Crato
Paulo Sande, MA
Prof. Pedro Ferro
Prof. Raquel Duque
Prof. Rui Ramos
Prof. Teresa Clímaco Leitão
Admiral Victor Cajarabille
Prof. Viriato Soromenho Marques
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PART I 

Academic 
Programmes

1. Academic Programmes
 BA in Political Science and International Relations

 MA in Governance, Leadership and Democracy Studies

 MA in Political Science and International Relations

 MA in Political Science: Governance and International Relations (Mozambique) 

 Double Degrees

 PhD in Political Science and International Relations

Regulation of the MA in Governance, Leadership and Democracy Studies may be found in PART VII.
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FALL SEMESTER (SEPTEMBER-JANUARY) 

H  Course ECTS  Professor Subject

18h  Tradition of Liberty 6  João Carlos Espada  Mandatory
9h  Contemporary International Politics 3  Mónica Dias Mandatory
9h  International Seminars in Area   3  João Carlos Espada Mandatory
  Studies and Global Governance  and foreign professors
9h Democracy and Rising Authoritarianisms   3  Mónica Dias Mandatory
  from 1974 to the present
9h  Democracy, Public Choice, 3  André Azevedo Alves Mandatory
  Law and Economics
9h Democracy in Western Political Thought   3  João Pereira Coutinho Mandatory
9h  Institutions of Governance  3  André Azevedo Alves Optional
  and Representation
9h Optional   3   Optional
9h Optional   3   Optional

OPTIONAL MODULES 

H  Course   Professor ECTS

9h  Security in International Organizations    General António Fontes Ramos 3
9h  Internal Conflicts   General António Fontes Ramos   3
9h  Muslim World   José Tomaz Castello Branco  3

PART I

Academic Programmes

2. Courses 2022/2023
MA in Governance, Leadership and Democracy Studies 
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SPRING SEMESTER (FEBRUARY-JUNE) 

H  Course ECTS  Professor Subject

18h  International Seminar 6  João Carlos Espada  Mandatory
  (Estoril Political Forum)  (Coord.)
18h  Research Tutorial 6  João Carlos Espada Mandatory
    and foreign professors
18h  Global Political Economy   6  André Azevedo Alves Mandatory
18h Leadership and Strategic Challenges     6  Miguel Monjardino Mandatory
9h  Democracy, Civil Society and Religion 3  Mónica Dias Mandatory
    João Pereira Coutinho

* Date to be announced.
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3. Academic Calendar 2022/2023

Fall Semester

SEPTEMBER 2022 
05 September Beginning of the classes of the 1st period of the Fall Semester  
  (1st cycle)
07 September New students’ reception - 1st cycle (5.15pm)
12 September Beginning of the classes of the 1st period of the Fall Semester 
  (2nd and 3rd cycles)
12 September Meeting with BA students (9.40am)
14 September Meeting of the Scientific Council (2.30pm)
  Meeting of the Extended Scientific Council (3.30pm)
  New students’ reception - 2nd and 3rd cycles (5.15pm)

OCTOBER 2022
05 October National Holiday
06-07 October Elections for IEP Pedagogical Committee
13 October Holy Spirit Mass (12.00pm)
18 October End of the classes of the 1st period (1st cycle)
19 to 31 October Evaluation period of the 1st period (1st, 2nd and 3rd cycles)
21 October End of the classes of the 1st period (2nd and 3rd cycles)
25 October XXII Alexis de Tocqueville Annual Lecture 

NOVEMBER 2022
01 November National Holiday 
02 November Beginning of the classes of the 2nd period of the Fall Semester   
  (1st, 2nd and 3rd cycles)
21 November Career Day

DECEMBER 2022
01 December National Holiday
08 December National Holiday
15 December Christmas Mass (12.00pm)
14 to 16 December Enrollment for curricular modules of the Spring Semester
  Enrollment for senior exams (1st cycle)

PART I

Academic Programmes
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16 December Last day of classes before Christmas Break (1st, 2nd and 3rd cycles)
21 Dec. - 1 Jan. Christmas Break

JANUARY 2023
01 January National Holiday
3 a 27 January Evaluation period of the second period of the Fall Semester 
  (2nd and 3rd cycles)
3 a 19 January Evaluation period of the second period of the Fall Semester (1st cycle) 
20 a 31 January Exams period (1st cycle)

Spring Semester

FEBRUARY 2023
February  UCP National Day 
01 February Beginning of classes of the 1st period of the Spring Semester  
  (1st, 2nd and 3rd cycles)
21 February Carnival

MARCH 2023     
17 March  End of the classes of the 1st period of the Spring Semester  
  (1st, 2nd and 3rd cycles)
20 to 31 March Evaluation period of the 1st period of the Spring Semester  
  (1st, 2nd and 3rd cycles)
30 March  Easter Mass

APRIL 2023
3 to 10 April Easter Break
6 and 10 April University closed
09 April  Easter                
11 April  Beginning of classes of the 2nd period of the Spring Semester 
  (1st, 2nd e 3rd cycles)
25 April   National Holiday   
April  Open Day/Summit of Democracies

MAY 2023
01 May  Feriado Nacional
26 May  Termo da Lecionação do 2º Período do Semestre de Primavera  
  (1º, 2º e 3º Ciclos)
29 May to 23 June Período de avaliações do Semestre de Primavera (1º 2º e 3º Ciclos)
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JUNE 2023
8 June  National Holiday 
10 June  National Holiday
13 June  Local Holiday
26-28 June Estoril Political Forum

JULY 2023
03 to 07 July Exams period of the Spring Semester (1st cycle)
05 July  Exam – Estoril Political Forum (1st cycle)
06 July  Estoril Political Forum paper due date (2nd and 3rd cycles)
12 and 13 July Registrations for Avaliações de Recurso e Melhoria 2022/2023
14 July  Registrations for Upgrading Evatuation of Estoril Political Forum 2022/2023
17 to 21 July Upgrading Evaluation (1st, 2nd and 3rd cycles)
25 to 27 July Registrations for the Academic Year of 2023/2024 (online) 
28 July  Registrations for atypical situations 
31 July  End of the Academic Year 2022/2023
 
  

4. Enrolment and Registration
  The enrolment and registration for the first semester’s subjects should be done in per-
son. On enrolment students have to simultaneously pay both the enrolment and reg-
istration fee and the first month of tuition fees, equivalent to 30 ECTS. In the second 
month of each semester, the tuition fee is adjusted in accordance with the actual num-
ber of ECTS students are registered for. This amount already includes the costs incurred 
for the university insurance policy and the student card.

  On enrolment, students undertake to pay the tuition fees divided into five monthly 
payments per semester. The Autumn Semester´s payments run from September to 
January. The Spring Semester payments are divided from February to June. 

  Registration for the Second semester must be done by sending an e-mail to  
posgrad.iep@ucp.pt, setting out the subjects/seminars students wish to enroll for. 
Re-registration is requested at the beginning of the third semester if the student 
continues with the curricular phase studies or assumes the Dissertation phase, which 
can be done by sending an e-mail to posgrad.iep@ucp.pt.

PART I

Academic Programmes
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5. Internship Programmes
Considering the connection to the professional world a fundamental element for the aca-

demic and human training, there is the possibility for any student registered on the Bachelor 
in Political Science and International Relations, the Master and PhD Programmes in Political 
Science and International Relations: Security and Defense, the Master in Governance, Leader-
ship and Democracy Studies to carry out an extracurricular internship that allows direct and 
practical contact with the challenges of working life. Apart from the opportunity of a first 
work experience, there is also the intention of stimulating students to broaden their horizons 
through the approximation to national and international institutions and companies, as well 
as increasing the value of the Curriculum Vitae. 

The IEP internships’ office provides all the necessary information and can draw up person-
alised internship plans for students interested in such opportunities. It is open during regular 
timetable or at other times by appointment.

  The detailed information concerning the enrolment and registration procedures can 
be also found on the website of the IEP-UCP — MA programme in Governance, Lead-
ership and Democracy Studies: http://www.iep.lisboa.ucp.pt/site/custom/template/
ucptpl_fac.asp?SSPAGEID=924&lang=2&artigo=5460&artigoID=5486

TUITION FEES AND ECTS 

In the curricular phase the fees are calculated based on the number of curricular ECTS 
units a student is enrolled for in the particular semester. The price per ECTS is set annu-
ally by the Rector of the University. In the Dissertation phase the fees are calculated over 
a period of five months, and are set annually by the Rector of the University.

Each student can register for a minimum of 10 and maximum of 38,5 ECTS.
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6. Financial Information 
Payment Rules

ENROLMENT AND REGISTRATION
On registration students have to simultaneously pay both the enrolment/registration 
fee and the first month of tuition fees, equivalent to 30 ECTS. In the second month of 
each semester, the tuition fee is adjusted in accordance with the actual number of ECTS 
credits students are registered for.

This amount already includes the costs incurred for the university insurance policy and the 
student card.

TUITION FEES AND ECTS
On enrolment, students undertake to pay the tuition fees divided into five monthly payments 
per semester. The payment months run from September to June. Each student can register for 
a minimum of 10 and maximum of 38,5 ECTS credits.  

  Curricular phase: the fee is calculated based upon the number of curricular ECTS units a 
student is enrolled for in that semester. The price per ECTS is set annually by the rector. 
  Dissertation phase: the fee is calculated based upon the months corresponding to the 
dissertation phase and is set annually by the rector.

DATES AND DEADLINES
The deadline to change or cancel the registration in curricular units is the the 23rd of 
September of 2022 for the 1st Semester and the 17th of February of 2023 for the 2nd 
Semester.

Tuition fees have to be paid monthly and settled by the tenth day of each month, with 
the exception of September in which the payment can be made until the 20th.

If the last day for payment coincides with weekend or holiday, the deadline moves to 
the next business day.

The payment of the semester enrolment fee can be done, should students prefer, in two 
stages (in the first and second months of each semester), at the same time as the ECTS 
adjustment mentioned above.

DELAYS IN PAYMENT
On the day following the deadline for payment, a penalty will be applied corresponding 
to 5% of the value of the fees due. 
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A further penalty of 10% will be added for each month of delay in payment. 
Not making two monthly payments, having debts for a period of longer than two 

months, having any debt on conclusion of the study programme or registration being 
cancelled prevent a student from access to any services provided by UCP, including 
access to the library, the use of parks, discounts on canteens and bookstore. Access to 
E-SCA is locked, except for the query status “Payment”.

The existence of debts to the University also involves, among others, the failure to is-
sue certificates (including those concerning the completion of the course), the non-dis-
closure of ratings of courses, the invalidity of registration exams or any other device 
evaluation and the impossibility of renewal of the annual subscription.

Exceptional Situations

When, during the academic year, arise unexpected financial difficulties, should the students 
immediately expose the situation to the competent departments (GRS) that seek to advise and 
find a solution in time.

Financial Information

  

Evaluation Procedures

Each curricular unit is subject to its own evaluation method, which is defined by the Profes-
sor and may consist of different evaluation forms, such as the final exam, the final paper, 
the presentation, as well as the oral evaluation.

The entire evaluation process of the Autumn Semester shall be concluded and an-
nounced until the end of January.

The entire evaluation process of the Spring Semester shall be concluded and announced 
until the end of June, with the exception of the evaluation of the curricular unit «Interna-

tional Seminar/Estoril Political Forum».

DESCRIPTION  PAYMENT 

Application   1st phase — 145€ | 2nd phase — 165€
Enrolment and Registration     1st Year — 400€ | 2nd year (1st semester)  —  140€

Fees 

Winter Semester   30 ECTS x 14,50€ per ECTS (5 months)
Summer Semester     27 ECTS x 14,50€ per ECTS (5 months)
THESIS    182€ per month 
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7. Tutorial System
The core virtue of the tutorial system, according to the longstanding experience of Oxford 
and Cambridge, would seem to reside in the privilege awarded tutees: that of regularly 
meeting, in much reduced numbers, a professor able to provide students with a very spe-
cial level of attention. From the tutor’s point of view, the advantage lies in being able to 
work with students on themes of particular interest and relevance to their own research. 
In Oxford, various great works trace their origins back to such tutorial sessions.

The system has been enacted in the IEP-UCP and leaving the greatest possible scope for 
gradual and not necessary “universal” adaptations and hence endowing the flexibility for 
particular solutions able to meet the particular needs present.

The selection of themes is left entirely to the responsibility of the tutor, in con-junction 
with their tutees. On occasion, in Oxford and Cambridge, a tutor may “hand on” one of his/
her tutees to a peer to provide one or more sessions on more specific issues. Naturally, this 
is undertaken following appropriate prior contact between the respective members of staff.

In the case of the Master’s Degree and Doctoral Degree programs, the tutorial themes 
may be designed to structure a thesis plan, specifically dealing with authors, concepts 
and similar.

8. Advanced Programmes
The Institute for Political Studies promotes, since 2003, short programmes in areas of expertise 
— Advanced Programmes, usually in Portuguese. Past editions:

 2022  Advanced Programme in Maritime Affairs, 5th ed.

 2022  Advanced Programme in Diplomacy, 5th ed.

 2021  Advanced Programme: O Pensamento Católico sobre a Política e o Estado 

 2021  Advanced Programme in Crises Management, 2nd ed.

 2020  Advanced Programme in Diplomacy, 4th ed.

 2019  Advanced Programme in Diplomacy, 3rd ed.

 2018  Advanced Programme in Maritime Affairs, 4th ed.

 2018  Advanced Programme in Crises Management, 1st ed.

 2017  Advanced Programme in Diplomacy, 2nd ed.

 2017  Advanced Programme in Maritime Affairs, 3rd ed.
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 2016 Advanced Programme in Maritime Affairs, 3rd ed.

 2015 Advanced Programme in Political and Economic Diplomacy, 1st ed.

 2014 Advanced Programme in Maritime Affairs, 2nd ed.

 2011 Advanced Programme in Maritime Affairs, 1st ed.

 2011 IEP Reading Club: Great Books, 1st ed.

 2010 Advanced Programme in Political Studies, 2nd ed. 

 2009   Advanced Training Journalists “The European Union Today:  

The European Parliament elections in 2009“, 1st ed.

 2008  Advanced Programme in Political  

and Economic Studies for Journalists, 2nd ed.

 2007 Advanced Programme in Political Studies, 1st ed.

 2006 Specialized Programme in Security Management, 1st ed.

 2006  Advanced Programme in Political  

and Economic Studies for Journalists, 1st ed.

 2004 Advanced Programme in Security and Defence, 1st ed.

 2003  Advanced Programme in Political Journalism, 1st ed.

9. European PhD
The title “European PhD” was approved in 1991 by the Confederation of Conferences of European 
Union Rectors that merged in 2001 with the Association of European Universities, leading to the 
current European University Association (EUA).

In general, the attribution of that title follows the cumulative fulfillment of four conditions:

 a.  The PhD thesis must have been prepared in part during a stay of at least three 
months in a EU country (or one of the EFTA states), excluding the one where the PhD 
is being pursued;

 b.  The viva voce of the PhD thesis can only be given with the duly filling-in of the 
opinions of at least two professors from two higher education institutions from two 
member states of the European Union (or one of the EFTA States) different from the 
one where the PhD is being pursued;

 c.  A doctoral jury member must belong to a higher institution of a EU Member State (or 
one of the EFTA states) other than the one where the PhD is being pursued;

 d.    A part of the viva voce must be made in a European Union language different from the 
language of the country where the PhD is being pursued. At Universidade Católica 
Portuguesa, the title of “European PhD” — not to be confused with the degree of 
doctor — can be associated with any doctorate conferred by Universidade Católica 
Portuguesa. The student shall be registered as a PhD student at Universidade 
Católica Portuguesa.
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1.  Estoril Political Forum  
International Meeting in Political Studies 

Ever since 1993 the Annual International Estoril Political Forum has been bringing together 
academics, students, politicians, businessmen, opinion leaders and journalists for an open 
debate of issues related to political science and international relations.

This international forum is recognized to be an excellence initiative giving students and 
participants the opportunity to learn from and engage with some of the most prestigious 
specialists in these fields, who are drawn from the University’s wide-reaching network of 
international contacts.  

Since 1993, scholars, policy experts, businessmen, opinion leaders, journalists and students 
meet annually for an open debate on political science and international relations. These 
meetings have been promoted by the Institute for Political Studies of the Catholic University 
of Portugal. They have aimed at establishing a Euro-American network of institutions devoted 
to the study of the tradition of liberty and personal responsibility. 

Our International Meeting is acknowledged as a program of excellence, gathering every year 
some of the most distinguished experts in the field and giving our students the opportunity 
to learn and interact with senior scholars they otherwise may never meet. It is unique by 
national standards, and already a reference in international, mainly Anglo-American circles. 

In the 27th edition we had the association of The International Forum for Democratic 
Studies Washington D.C.; EUROPAEUM Oxford; EPD – EUROPEAN Partnership for Democracy 
Brussels; Forum 2000 Foundation Prague; German Marshall Fund Washington D.C.; Instituto 
Atlántico de Gobierno Madrid; Instituto Democracia e Desenvolvimento Cape Verde; 
International Coalition for Democratic Renewal – The Prague Appeal Prague; The Heritage 
Foundation Washinton D.C.; Jagiellonian University Kraków; LABÔ – PUC São Paulo; NATO 
Brussels; Pázmány Péter Catholic Unversity Budapest; Real Instituto Elcano Madrid; 
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The Catholic University of Mozambique; The Hiroshima Peace Institute Hiroshima; 
Universidade Francisco Marroquin Guatemala/Madrid 

It is closely related to our Undergraduate and Graduate (MA and PhD) Degree Programs in 
Political Science and International Relations: our students attend the Meeting and write their 
evaluation papers about it.

Throughout the 30 editions there have been more than 7500 participants and speakers. 

2. International Exchange Programmes 

a. University of Oxford

Since its inception, the IEP has had an exchange program with the University of Oxford, 
which has allowed that over the years dozens of students from the MA, Masters and PhD 
programs have enjoyed a quarter period as Visiting Students, namely at St Antony’s Col-
lege and Lincoln College.

Selected students will be admitted with Visiting Student status, which guarantees them 
a status equal to that of Oxford students. In both colleges students will have equal rights 
and duties as other students, including access to all University libraries and all the lec-
tures and seminars, as well as the supervision of a Tutor.

Applications must be sent to the attention of the Director, Prof. João Carlos Espada 
jespada@ucp.pt and to the Coordinator of International Programs, Prof. Nuno Sampaio at 
nsampaio@ucp.pt, in English, must include a brief CV, a “Statement of Purpose”, a text of 
at least 10,000 characters on a relevant topic for the candidate’s investigation and two 
letters of recommendation. Letters of recommendation should preferably come from the 
advisor, if you already have one, or from IEP faculty, or guests, who have taught and as-
sessed the candidate in at least one subject, or seminar. Applicants must also state their 
college preference (St. Antony’s or Lincoln).

Applications will have to be submitted to the Colleges which are responsible for 
final admission.

During the period of stay in Oxford, students do not have to pay tuition fees in the IEP-UCP, 
but they do have to pay enrollment for the academic year because they remain enrolled in 
the IEP, a condition for being able to attend the program.
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The IEP Visiting Students will necessarily be Masters or Doctoral students of the I EP-UCP, 
preferably in the preparation or writing phase of the respective dissertation.

At the end of the visit, the IEP Visiting Student must submit a brief report of the work 
carried out to the Directorates of the IEP and the College they visited. In return for the priv-
ilege it has enjoyed, the IEP Visiting Student undertakes to complete the Masters or Doc-
torate program at the IEP-UCP. Having in Oxford the status of “visiting student not reading 
for a degree”, the IEP Visiting Student is, however, qualified to be part of the Oxford Society 
(Oxford Alumni), after the completion of the visiting program.

b. EUROPAEUM

The Europaeum is a consortium comprising 18 of Europe’s oldest and most prestigious 
university institutions - The University of Oxford; Universiteit Leiden; Université Paris 
I Panthéon-Sorbonne; Graduate Institute of International and Development Studies,  
Geneva; Univerzita Karlova, Prague; Universidad Complutense de Madrid; Helsingin 
Yliopisto; Uniwersytet Jagiellonski, Krakow; Universitat Pompeu Fabra, Barcelona; LMU  
Munich; University of St Andrews; University of Luxembourg; Alma Mater Studiorum, 
Universitá di Bologna; Freie Universi-tät Berlin; KU Leuven; Universidade Católica Por-
tuguesa; University of Copenhagen and University of Tartu - designed to serve as an 
‘international university without walls’, in which future scholars and lead-ers of our new 
Europe will have an opportunity to share common learning and confront common con-
cerns together. For 25 years the Europaeum have brought togeth-er talented students 
and faculty working in the Humanities and the Social Sciences, to promote a better 
‘sense of Europe’ through collaboration and academic mobility. The Europaeum believes 
that today, we need more not less international collaboration, more not less emphasis 
on universities engaging with the wider society, and more not less connection between 
the disciplines. And that fresh cohorts of talented young people, committed to making 
a difference for the better, are essential to shaping the future of Europe for the better.

 EUROPAEUM SCHOLARS PROGRAMME

The Europaeum Scholars Programme is a doctoral training programme that is taken 
alongside an existing doctorate. It is designed for those exceptional students who have 
the capacity and the desire to shape the future of Europe for the better. Based primar-
ily in Leiden, Geneva, Oxford, and Prague it is multi-disciplinary, multi-university, and 
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multi-locational and focused on contemporary European policy. Teaching is primarily in 
small groups of seven or eight, working intensively as teams and being critically tested by 
academics affiliated with the Europaeum. There are also be lectures and seminars lead by 
external experts, leading thinkers, media experts and business people, and policy-makers. 
Scholars tackle the moral and ethical considerations involved in policy as well as an exami-
nation of the qualities that they themselves bring to the table.

 MA HISTORY & CIVILISATION (LEIDEN)

The Europaeum Masters Programme in European History and Civilisation offers graduate 
students a special opportunity to deepen their knowledge of European history and insti-
tutions, their philosophical and historical backgrounds and underpinnings, and their social 
and economic contexts, through the lens of three different university worlds. This knowl-
edge plays an increasingly crucial role in practical decision-making and strategic planning, 
where Europe-wide and global contact and negotiation is required.

Students spend a term each in Leiden, Paris and Oxford.

 MA EUROPEAN POLITICS & SOCIETY, AND THE VACLAV HAVEL PROGRAMME

MA European Politics & Society

This joint master’s degree is offered by Charles University as leading partner(Prague), plus 
Jagellonian University (Krakow), Leiden University and Pompeu Frabra University (Barce-
lona), with the help of Erasmus Mundus funding. It is a two-year programme that starts in 
Prague and subsequently offers different options. Students will receive a Europaeum Cer-
tificate and some will be invited to attend the Spring School in Oxford in their second year.

Vaclav Havel Programme

This is a specialisation offered to master’s students at Charles University (Prague), Leiden Uni-
versity and Paris I (Sorbonne) who can spend one semester at one partner university. They will 
receive a Europaeum Certificate and some will be invited to attend the Spring School in Oxford.

 OTHER EUROPAEUM OPPORTUNITIES FOR GRADUATES

Graduates from all our members Universities can apply for our seminars or workshops. 
More information at the Europaeum Website (https://europaeum.org/category/events/)

For more information about the Europaeum programmes, please contact the Head of the 
International Programmes - Prof. Nuno Sampaio (nsampaio@ucp.pt)
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c. Double degrees

Double Degree with Jagiellonian University (Krakow) and Pázmány Péter University  
(Budapest)

 Double Degree IEP-UCP with Jagiellonian University (Krakow)  

The Institute for Political Studies of Universidade Católica Portuguesa and the Jagiellon-
ian University in Krakow signed on February 20, 2014, a protocol where both institutions 
agreed on the establishment of a Double Degree in which students will attend one year at 
the Institute for Political Studies — Universidade Católica Portuguesa, following the pro-
gramme of the MA in Governance, Leadership and Democracy Studies and one year at the 
Jagiellonian University in Krakow — Poland, following the MA in European Studies. 

Programme Details 

Partner: Jagiellonian University — Poland 

Programme Duration: Two years (four semesters) 

This programme is designed for students eager to learn more about the contemporary Eu-
rope understood as political, economic and social project. It is open for students interested 
in political order in Europe in a new global challenges and perspective. 

Students will both be able to start in Krakow and progress to Lisbon and vice-versa. 

For further information please check our website — www.iep.lisboa.ucp.pt  

 Double Degree IEP-UCP with Pázmány Péter Catholic University (Budapest)  

The Institute for Political Studies of Universidade Católica Portuguesa and the Pázmány 
Péter Catholic University in Budapest signed in 2014 a protocol where both institutions 
agreed on the establishment of a Double Degree in which students will attend one year at 
the Institute for Political Studies - Universidade Católica Portuguesa in Lisbon - following 
the programme of MA in Governance, Leadership and Democracy Studies, and one year at 
the Pázmány Péter Catholic University in Budapest following the MA in International Stud-
ies. According to the official international ranking based on international tourists’ votes, 
Budapest was considered the second best European city. 

Programme Details 

PART II
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Partner: Pázmány Péter Catholic University - Hungary 

Programme Duration: Two years (four semesters) 

This programme is designed for students eager to learn more about the tradition, history, 
politics, and culture of several countries. It is open for students interested in studying the 
new challenges of the European Union regarding its expansion to the East. Students can also 
develop their knowledge about the contemporary history of the transitions to Democracy 
that have a privileged case in Central Europe. 

Students will both be able to start in Budapest and progress to Lisbon and vice-versa. 

For further information please check our website - www.iep.lisboa.ucp.pt 

d. Erasmus

The Erasmus Programme has an important role in internationalising the Institute for Politi-
cal Studies and its students and providing the latter with an excellent opportunity to enrich 
their curriculum vitae. 

Erasmus candidates should first consult the curricular programmes of host universities 
in order to establish their study programmes and benefit from IEP recognition of the study 
credits earned. The programme is designed for both 1st and 2nd cycle students. 1st cycle 
students should, by the time they join the programme, have completed one year of study at 
the IEP and 2nd cycle students at least one completed term.

On application students should deliver a registration form, provided by the Erasmus 
Office, their respective curricular record, two photographs, a statement of purpose and a 
European insurance policy in their name.

The Institute for Political Studies has Erasmus bilateral agreements with the follow-
ing universities:

 Université Libre de Bruxelles (Belgium)

 CEVRO Institut (Czech Republic)

 Universität Konstanz, Department of Politics and Public Administration (Germany)

 Universität Münster, Institüt fur Politikwissenschaft (Germany)

 Universitat Passau (Germany)

 University of Trier (Germany)

 Universidad Ramon Llull — Barcelona (Spain)

 Universidad Complutense de Madrid (Spain)
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 Universidad Autónoma de Madrid (Spain)

 Tallinn University of Technology (Estonia)

 Université de Cergy-Pontoise | Science Po Saint-Germain-en-Laye (France)

 Institut Catholique d’Études Supérieures — La Roche sur Yon (France)

 Université Paris 1 Panthéon Sorbonne (France)

 Institut Catholique de Paris (France) 

 Science Po Toulouse (France)

 Pázmany Péter Catholic University — Budapest (Hungary)

 Universitá Degli Studi di Firenze (Italy) 

 Universitá Degli studi di Milano (Italy)

 University of Utrecht (Holland)

 Jagiellonian University (Poland)

 University of Lodz (Poland)

 Wroclaw University — Wroclaw (Poland)                              

 Catholic University of Ruzomberok (Slovakia)

 University of SS. Cyril and Methodius (Slovakia) 

e. Other International Partnerships

 Pontifícia Universidade Católica — Rio de Janeiro (Brazil) 

 Pontifícia Universidade Católica — São Paulo (Brazil) 

 Pontifícia Universidade Católica do Rio Grande do Sul (Brazil) 

 Universidade Católica de Brasília (Brazil) 

 Universidad Nacional de Colombia (Colombia)

 Instituto Democracia e Desenvolvimento (Cape Verde)

 King’s College London (UK)
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3.   Partnership with International Churchill 
Society and Churchill Debating Club

The objective of the International Churchill Society is to foster leadership, the sense of 
statesmanship and the vision and courage of democratic peoples and lovers of liberty 
through the thoughts, works and writings of Winston Spencer Churchill. On 6th October 
2003, in the closing dinner of the annual Alexis de Tocqueville lecture, the founding of 
the Portuguese branch of the International Churchill Society was announced and followed 
by a speech by Mr. Paul Courtenay, Vice-Chairman & Honorary Secretary of the Interna-
tional Churchill Society — United Kingdom. The International Churchill Society of Portugal 
promotes an Annual Dinner at the Estoril Political Forum, in association with the British 
Historical Society of Portugal, the Oxford Society of Portugal and the IEP Alumni Club.

The Winston Churchill Debating Club was developed by three cycles of students (Under-
graduates, Master’s and Doctoral Students in Political Science and International Relations) 
at the Institute for Political Studies, under the auspices of the International Churchill Soci-
ety in partnership with IEP-UCP.

Launched on 2nd October 2009 and held monthly since then, the Winston Churchill 
Debating Club follows the Mace Debating style, the United Kingdom’s most prestigious, 
and aims to foster debate on contemporary issues.
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CIEP Research 
Centre

1. Presentation
CIEP is the IEP-UCP Research Centre and brings together researchers from various fields, 
including: European Studies, Comparative Politics, Politics of the Sea, Public Policies, 
International Relations, Defence and Security and Political Theory.

As is the case with IEP, CIEP fosters and encourages the internationalisation of its 
researchers and their research projects being currently a member of The Network 
of Democracy Research Institutes and Europaeum, with a growing record of quality 
international publications by its researchers.

CIEP conducts high quality research in political science, and is an undeniable reference 
at both the national and international levels.

CIEP is also available to, upon financial availability and approval, fund the participation of 
its researchers in scientific events that are in line with the research priorities of the Centre.

2.  Structure, Research and activities 
Scientific Director: Professor João Carlos Espada
Dean for Research/Scientific Coordinator: Professor André Azevedo Alves
Executive Coordinator:  Inês Gregório, PhD
Assistant Researcher: Joana Ramos, MA
Contact: ciep@ucp.pt
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CIEP is organised in three Research Groups:

      1)  Political Theory and Comparative Politics 
 Research Group Coordinator: Professor João Pereira Coutinho, PhD

      2)  International Relations, Security and Defence  
Research Group Coordinator: Professor Lívia Franco, PhD

      3)  Technology, Data and Politics 
Research Group Coordinator: Professor William Hasselberger, PhD

Additionally, research conducted in the CIEP is grouped into four lines of research:

      1)  European and Western Civilisation Origins, Distinguishing Features,  
Present Challenges (LICEO) 
Research Line Coordinator: Professor João Carlos Espada, PhD

      2)  Peace and Civil Society (LIPSC)  
Research Line Coordinator: Professor Mónica Dias, PhD

      3)  Maritime Affairs Maria Scientia (LIAM)  
Research Line Coordinator: Professor Sónia Ribeiro, PhD

     4)  Research Line in Brazilian Affairs (LIAB) 
Research Line Coordinator: Professor João Pereira Coutinho, PhD

During the academic year, CIEP organizes regularly a series of Research Seminars where 
researchers present and discuss their work in progress. There are also seminars and 
workshops associated with some specific lines of research.

In addition to the seminars and workshops, students will have the opportunity to 
collaborate on research projects developed by CIEP. 

Currently, CIEP is an R&D unit funded by FCT – The Portuguese Foundation for Science 
and Technology. (UIDB/04597/2020).
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CIEP Emeritus Researchers

Adriano Moreira, PhD
Manuel Braga da Cruz,
PhDMário Pinto, PhD

CIEP Integrated 
Researchers:

Prof. João Carlos Espada

Prof. Abel Mateus

Aldino Campos, PhD

Adriana Martins, PhD

Lieut-Gen. António Fontes 
Ramos

Prof. Carlos Marques de 
Almeida 

Prof. Eugénia Gambôa 

Lieut-Colonel Francisco 
Proença Garcia 

Prof. Inês Gregório

Prof. Ivone Moreira 

João António, MA

Prof. João Pereira Coutinho 

Prof. José Tomaz Castello 
Branco 

Prof. Leonor Durão Barroso

Prof. Lívia Franco 

Mariana Tavares, PhD

Prof. Miguel Morgado 

Prof. Mónica Dias

Prof. Nuno Sampaio

Prof. Orlando Samões

Prof. Pedro Ferro

Prof. Raquel Duque

Raul Tati, PhD

Prof. Doutora Sandra Dzenis

Prof. Sónia Ribeiro

Tânia Correia, MA

Prof. Teresa Clímaco Leitão

Prof. William Hasselberger

CIEP Associate 
Researchers:

Prof. Albano Santos

Ambassador Ana Martinho

Catarina Leão. MA

Diogo Madureira, PhD

Prof. Eduardo Pereira Correia

Francisco Gonçalves, PhD

Karim Quintino, PhD

Prof. Marta Mendonça

Miguel Monjardino, MA

Rita Seabra Brito, MA

Sílvia Mangerona, PhD

CIEP Assistant Researchers

Joana Ramos, MA

CIEP PhD Researchers

Ana Azevedo, MA

Ana Cavalieri, MA

Bruno Garschagen, MA

Carlos Pacatolo, MA

Daniela Silva, MA

Inês Domingos, MA

Joana Brito Câmara, MA 

Lucie Calléja, MA

Luís Leal de Faria, MA

Manuel Poêjo Torres, MA

Olena Kolodiy, MA

Olga Treve, MA

Pedro Gomes Sanches, MA

Pedro Meneses, MA
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I
EP has established a new Centre for European Studies, which is directed by Mr. José 
Manuel Durão Barroso, President of the European Commission between 2004 and 2014.

 Mr. Barroso gave his Inaugural Lecture on February 26, 2015, in a ceremony presided 
by our Rector. He started his position at IEP shortly thereafter, joining the Advanced 

Programme in Economic and Political Diplomacy and giving a Seminar on “The European 
Union and International Relations” in the MA in Political Science and International Relations 
and in the MA in Governance, Leadership and Democracy Studies.

He also teaches intensive seminars at the Faculty of Law and the Católica-Lisbon School 
of Business and Economics.

 The collaboration of Mr. Barroso is a great honour for us, and also a tribute to our dear 
friend and teacher, Prof. Ernâni Lopes, founder of the Institute of European Studies, which 
was integrated into the IEP shortly after his death, in December 2010.

PART IV 

Centre for 
European Studies

Centre for European Studies’ Initiatives:

13 OCTOBER 2015
Lunch-Lecture Catherine Day
In the eye of the storm — the role of the EU’s institutions in shaping 
Europe’s future  

14 OCTOBER 2015
Lunch-Lecture Fernando Frutuoso de Melo
Os desafios da política de cooperação ao desenvolvimento da União

14 DECEMBER 2015
Lunch-Lecture Joaquín Almunia
The Economic and Monetary Union and the EU’s Response to the 
Financial Crisis  

25 JANUARY 2016
Lunch-Lecture Johannes Laitenberger
Priorities in the field of European Competition Policy  
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15 MARCH 2016
Lunch-Lecture Karel de Gucht
The Geopolitics of Trade — Trade is the continuation of politics 
by other means 

21 MARCH 2016
Conference João Vale de Almeida
It’s Complicated — A União Europeia e a Organização das Nações Unidas 
num Mundo Multipolar 

27 MARCH 2017
Lunch-Lecture Paulo Portas 
Globalização e Desglobalização — A Posição da Europa face à nova 
liderança Norte Americana

21 APRIL 2017
Open Class Hugo Sobral
A política Externa Europeia — alguns estudos de caso

10 OCTOBER 2017
Open Class Silvana Koch-Mehrin
Women in Politics

15 DECEMBER 2017
Open Class João de Vallera
Brexit   

04 MAY 2018
Lunch-Lecture Álvaro Mendonça e Moura
Portugal, União Europeia e as Nações Unidas

03 APRIL 2019
“Eleições na União Europeia”
(Book presentation with author Nuno Sampaio, and moderation 
of Helena Garrido)

09 MAY 2019
Conversas sobre a Europa
José Manuel Durão Barroso in a dialogue with Pedro Passos Coelho

03 OCT 2019
Conversas sobre a Europa
José Manuel Durão Barroso in a dialogue with Carlos Moedas
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22 OCT 2019
Conferência Política Externa Portuguesa
Ambassador Pedro Costa Pereira

22 MAY 2020
Conversas sobre a Europa
José Manuel Durão Barroso in a dialogue with Hugo Sobral

23 MAY 2020
Conversas sobre a Europa
José Manuel Durão Barroso in a dialogue with Miguel Poiares Maduro

25 MAY 2020
Conversas sobre a Europa
José Manuel Durão Barroso in a dialogue with Alex Stubb

02 JUNE 2020
Open Class Herman Van Rompuy
The European Union and International Relations

15 FEBRUARY 2021
European Studies Seminar
With the participation of Hugo SobralThe European Union and International 
Relations

17 FEBRUARY 2021
Open Class Baroness Catherine Ashton  
The EEAS - From its origins to the current EU’s Foreign Policy; A Case Study

18 FEBRUARY 2021
Open Class Ambassador João Vale de Almeida 
The Challenges of post-BREXIT: the European Union, the United Kingdom, 
and Transatlantic Relations

17 MARCH 2022 
Open Class Ricardo Borges de Castro 
União Europeia: a aprender a linguagem do poder

15 MARCH 2022
Open Class Ambassador Paulo Vizeu Pinheiro
De Yeltsin a Putin – A Rússia que conheci

14 MARCH 2022 
Open Class João Gomes Cravinho
A Identidade Europeia de Segurança e Defesa
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1.  Winston Churchill Annual Lecture  
Academic Year Opening 

The Institute for Political Studies launched, in 2015, the Academic Year’s Opening Dinner and 
Winston Churchill Memorial Lecture, to allow the Alumni, Professors and Friends of the IEP to 
welcome the new students and to take stock of the initiatives of the year about to begin. 

The event is held also in association with the International Churchill Society of Portugal, 
British Historical Society of Portugal, Royal British Club and Oxford Society of Portugal.

Since its first edition, the Winston Churchill Memorial Lecture and Dinner takes place 
at the Palácio da Cidadela, Cascais and has had the High Patronage of His Excellency the 
President of the Portuguese Republic, first with Professor Aníbal Cavaco Silva and, since 
2016, with Professor Marcelo Rebelo de Sousa, for which we are very grateful.

The Winston Churchill Memorial Lecture had the following guest speakers: 

Professor Archie Brown — Emeritus Professor of Politics at the Univeristy of Oxford on 
“Winston Churchill’s Political Leadership in a Comparative Perspective” (2015)

Professor David Reynolds — Professor of International History, University of Cambridge,  
on “Churchill’s Sense of History” (2016).

Professor Antoine Capet — Professeur Émérite de Civilisation Britannnique à l’Institut 
d’Études Anglophones, Université de Rouen, Normandie, France, on “Churchill and Europe”.

The 4th Annual Winston Churchill Memorial Lecture and Dinner took place on 
September 20. The lecture was presented by Professor John Owen IV, Ambassador Henry 
J. and Mrs. Marion R. Taylor, Professor of Politics at the University of Virginia, on “Churchill 
and International Order”.

We are extremely honoured that the event counted with the presence of His Excellency 
the President of the Portuguese Republic, Professor Marcelo Rebelo de Sousa. 

Also present were UCP Vice-Rector, Professor Fernando Ferreira Pinto; UCP Former 
Rector, Professor Manuel Braga da Cruz; and Director of the Centre for European Studies, 
and former President of the European Commission, Mr. José Manuel Durão Barroso.

PART V 

IEP Initiatives
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The whole programme is promoted in association of the International Churchill Society of 
Portugal, British Historical Society of Portugal, Oxford Society of Portugal and Royal British Club.

In 2019, the 5th Annual Winston Churchill Memorial Lecture and Dinner took place 
on October 17. The lecture was presented by Andrew Roberts, biographer of Sir Winston 
Churchill, on “Churchill: Walking with Destiny”.

2.  Alexis de Tocqueville  
Annual Lecture  

Once a year IEP stages a commemorative award ceremony to hand out the academic 
diplomas and distinctions attained by IEP students. This includes a keynote speech by 
a guest of international renown, which represents one of the key landmarks in the IEP’s 
academic life. After the guest speaker, the awards of excellence are announced, then 
degrees are blessed and awarded and lastly there is a formal dinner. The event is presided 
over by the Rector of Universidade Católica Portuguesa.

The Tocqueville speakers have included such renowned figures as Hugh Trevor-Roper 
[Lord Dacre] (1998), Alfred Stepan (1999), James Q. Wilson (2000), Michael Novak (2001), 
George Weigel (2002), Christopher DeMuth (2003), (Sir) Martin Gilbert (2004), Timothy Garton 
Ash (2006), Robert P. George (2008), (Sir) Anthony Kenny (2009), (Lord) Raymond Plant (2011), 
José Manuel Durão Barroso (2012), Manuel Braga da Cruz (2013), Marc Plattner (2014), Margaret 
MacMillan (2015), Noel Malcolm (2016), Anthony O’Hear (2017), Aníbal Cavaco Silva (2018), 
Charles Powell (2019), Christopher Walker (2020) and Jorge Miranda (2022).

On the occasion of the Tocqueville Annual Lecture, IEP excellence awards are granted for 
the previous academic year.

In 2018 we have launched the Book  PALESTRA ANUAL ALEXIS DE TOQUEVILLE 1998-
2018 | Alexis de Tocqueville Annual Lecture 1998-2018 (Coord. by Ana V. Martins  and 
Preface by João Carlos Espada edited by Universidade Católica Editora).

“Essentially, the book brings together the Alexis de Tocqueville Annual Lectures, which 
began in 1998. These are formal ceremonies to award diplomas which are preceded by a 
lecture by a distinguished guest speaker and followed by a formal dinner.

The name Alexis de Tocqueville may not be widely known, but it was -and continues to 
be- a name that expresses with particular elegance and distinction the project dreamt 
by IEP-UCP: a project of university autonomy, of orderly and quiet defense of freedom, of 
refusal of what Tocqueville called a “sterile conflict between Old Regime and Revolution” or 
“perpetual oscillation between serfdom and abuse”. (João Carlos Espada). 

On sale at the UCP Bookstore. 
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3. Lunch-Lectures
Another tradition of IEP are the “Lunch-Lectures”, with a guest speaker and other special 
guests and personalities. These speaker’s lunches provide an excellent opportunity for 
students to hear leading current issues of great interest debated at a high level and make 
contact with personalities from the professional worlds they may aspire to join.

4. Open Classes
The Institute also promotes Lectures regularly inserted as part of the classes – Open Classes – 
where the IEP invites speakers, specialists in different fields related to their classes, allowing 
students and stakeholders a more direct and real contact within the different areas.

5. IEP Alumni Club 
One year after the creation of the Alumni Club Installing Committee, in June 2017, the 
club’s governing bodies were elected.

In the first year of its activity, the Club (IEPAC) decided to create the bases of work, namely 
the elaboration of the statutes, to increase the network of contacts, to make known the IEPAC 
and to try to realize what advantages it can bring to the members. The Alumni Statute was 
created, which allows for the attendance of classes and conferences, lectures and open classes, 
under special conditions. In the meantime, the first initiatives for the future have already been 
launched: The Summer Classics programme, an autumn meeting in Arrábida, a compact and 
light version that follows the model of the Republic of Letters, a future gathering of former and 
current students on themes and careers, and the enlargement of the membership.

The current membership of the IEP Alumni Club is:

Direction

President: Henrique Burnay

Vice Presidents: Cristiano Cabrita and Filipa Brigola

Vowels: Ana Mendes and Bruno Garschagen

General Assembly

President: Gonçalo Venâncio

Vice-President: Mariana Cudell

Vowels: Maurício Casarín, Diogo Madureira, Dace Vinovska

PART V
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Supervisory Board

President: André Monteiro

Vice-President: Miguel Botelho Sousa

Vowel: Ana Martins

6. Career Day
IEP-UCP’s Career Day is an annual event that aims to introduce our students (from the 3 cycles) 
to different career perspectives, as well as a privileged contact with renowned professionals. 
The programme, which usually runs for half a day, counts with the participation of guests 
with a relevant professional path, who are also Alumni IEP-UCP. It is also our aim to stimulate 
students to broaden their horizons by bringing them closer to national and international 
institutions and companies, as well as enhancing their Curriculum Vitae.

7. Open Day: Summit of Democracies
The Institute for Political Studies, since 2013, has organized its Open Day on the format of 
a simulation of the “Summit of Democracies,” an initiative that invites secondary school 
students to discuss current political developments and democracy worldwide.

At a time when Europe and the world are facing a crisis that threatens not only their security 
but also their identity, the Institute of Political Studies aims to stimulate research and debate 
on the principles, processes and political values of the greater importance for the perception of 
our societies in a space not only national or European, but global already traditional “Summit 
of Democracies” of the Institute of Political Studies of the Catholic University aims to stimulate 
young people to take sides for Democracy and to participate in a reflection on the future of 
Europe and the world, trying to find sustained and substantial answers to the current challenges 
of a changing world. Not only do we want to draw attention to the very concrete problems we 
face today, but above all to point to opportunities to find better solutions when together we think, 
debate and imagine a stronger Europe and World - and a revitalized Democracy.

In this sense, we invite secondary schools to participate in this initiative, with teams of 
students the way of reflection on the EU’s contribution to democracy in Portugal and in Europe, 
our proposal aims to discuss the new policy challenges, not only terrorism and terrorism, 
but also problems such as freedom of expression and religious freedom in a pluralistic and 
multicultural space, the reception of refugees, the new populism, the economic and social the 
urgent reform of the EU - these issues are a definite mark of our present.

8.  IEP Publications: Books and  
Nova Cidadania Journal

A university should also aim to render public any ongoing discussions of the most up-to-date 
issues. The IEP publications unit was founded with the objective of publishing and promoting 
the most stimulating academic works to be found among its Master’s and Doctoral Degree 
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theses, by making contact with publishers interested in such works. Another wider-reaching 
unit, IEP Publications, seeks to contribute to furthering the dialogue and reflections arising 
from IEP-hosted conferences and other forums and events and to publish titles under the 
auspices of the «Political Ideas and Studies» collection.

Nova Cidadania is a journal that seeks to establish a benchmark for reflection and debate 
about ideas on philosophy, politics, economics, defense, government and society. Dedicated 
to a broad, educated public interested in current affairs, the journal has no particular political 
orientation. However, the journal does stand in favour of the pluralist philosophy underlying 
Western democracies, as well as, in international terms, the fundamental commitments 
entered into by the Portuguese democratic system: the Atlantic Alliance, the European Union 
and the 35 Community of Portuguese Language Countries. Nova Cidadania is also defined 
by an attitude of opposition to post-modern relativism and in defense of the dignity of 
the human person as an essential factor for the very survival of free societies. The Nova 
Cidadania Journal has been coming out on a seasonal basis (Spring, Summer and Autumn-
Winter) since its first ever edition in July 1999. The Nova Cidadania Journal is on sale at the 
following places: Bookstores Alêtheia, Almedina, Bulhosa, Coimbra Editores/Livraria Jurídica, 
Férin, Papelaria do Alto (Estoril), Universidade Católica Portuguesa (Lisbon, Oporto, Sintra 
and Viseu), Wook and directly at IEP-UCP. Now also at sale in Pingo Doce!

Nova Cidadania Magazine is offered to all students enrolled in the IEP.

9. IEP Library
The IEP-UCP library is located in the Prince Henry the Navigator room on the second floor of 
the university’s John Paul II Library building. The IEP-UCP library primarily focuses on political 
science, international relations and European studies and contains books, periodicals, theses, 
and support and seminar texts in addition to on-line publications accessible via the UCP 
network. All these works are catalogued with a code always beginning with IEP (for example, 
IEP 321.01 PSR). The entire IEP-UCP library collection may be consulted via the John Paul II 
Library site by selecting the option “Institute for Political Studies – monographs”.

USING THE IEP-UCP LIBRARY:
IEP-UCP Library books, magazines and journals are a common good and students are thereby 
requested to access and read them only in the library. Should you wish to take out an IEP-
coded book, please go to the main John Paul II University Library reception.

Books may be borrowed from the John Paul II University Library in accordance with its rules. 
Following reading and consultation, periodicals should be returned to their original location.

Any books read in Prince Henry’s room should be returned to the IEP-UCP Secretariat.

PART V
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 American Interest
 American Journal of Political Science

 American Political Science Review
 Contemporary Political Theory
 Democratization
 European Journal of International Relations
 Global Asia

 Journal of International Affairs
 National Interest
 Perspectives on Political Science
 PS: Political Science & Politics
 Terrorism and Political Violence
 Totalitarian Movement and Political Religion

If required, the IEP-UCP Secretariat may be asked to make photocopies of extracts of book 
and periodicals.

PERIODICALS
Consulting the most recent example is free to all IEP library users. Should an earlier edition be 
required, please ask the IEP secretariat. It is possible to ask at the IEP secretariat electronic 
articles of The Economist. 

ONLINE PERIODICALS
The John Paul II University Library provides users of the internal UCP network with access to a 
broad reaching database of on-line periodicals, of which we would highlight the following: 

 
10. IEP Weekly Media Report
The IEP Weekly Media Report is a newsletter on the presence in the National and International 
media of IEP Resident and Visiting Fellows, as well as members of its International Advisory 
Board and of its Strategic Council, including members of the Editorial Board of IEP’s journal 
Nova Cidadania. To subscribe please send us an e-mail to info.iep@ucp.pt

11. IEP Newsletter
At the beginning of each month, an agenda is distributed by email and placed on the IEP site 
in both Portuguese and in English detailing the activities scheduled and highlights for that 
month. If for some reason you are not receiving the IEP Newsletter please send us an email 
to info.iep@ucp.pt asking for the subscription.

12. IEP Weekly Agenda
At the beginning of each week, an agenda is distributed by email detailing the activities sched-
uled and highlights for that week. If for some reason you are not receiving the IEP Weekly 
Agenda please send us an email to info.iep@ucp.pt asking for the subscription.
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A
t IEP we are proud of adopting general rules of good conduct and working prac-
tices which express our sense of duty towards the public, as well as our sense 
of responsible liberty under general laws. It is the principle that no one is above 
the law, or above general rules of good conduct, that allows each one to mo-

bilise the best of his or her knowledge to pursue his or her own purposes. Under the 
common protection of general rules of good conduct we are free from the coercion of 
specific commands issued by the arbitrary will of specific people -- be it one, or the few, 
or all gathered together in a “general will”. These are general principles of an education 
for free and responsible citizenship, education for gentlemanship, in the fortunate English 
expression. We are proud of teaching these principles to our students, and we are proud of 
trying to apply the same principles in our daily conduct. 

We mention below some of those rules of conduct which we try to abide by. In making 
them public, we also want to make ourselves accountable to the public, especially our 
students and their families. Public accountability is a crucial distinguishing feature of free 
societies which are ruled by general rules and not by the arbitrary will of some, the few or 
the many. In other words, public accountability is a distinguishing feature of civilised soci-
eties, to use an expression that now seems to be out of fashion. In these societies, orderly 
and enduring liberty has always been based on a personal sense of duty.

COMMUNICATIONS
1.  We are proud of answering all telephone calls from the public. When a call is answered 

at an inconvenient moment, this is made clear to the caller, their contact taken and the 
call returned in as short a period of time as possible. All phone calls are responded to on 
the same day. When members of staff are not in their offices, calls are either forwarded 
to someone else or the answer phone is connected.

PART VI 

IEP General 
Rules
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2.  Internal phone calls: we reduce them to a minimum so that we do not keep interfering 
in our colleagues’ schedule. 

3.  E-mail: we use it as a good substitute for the telephone. Each member of staff checks 
their emails at least at the beginning and end of each working day. All messages are 
answered, at least by acknowledging their reception either on the day of arrival or the 
following morning at the latest. 

4.  Full-time members of staff are provided with mailboxes (pigeon-holes) that are 
checked at least twice a day – at the start of the morning and the afternoon. This is 
supposed to give stable expectations to everyone. 

5.  Mailboxes (pigeon-holes) are also provided to students and should be looked upon as 
the preferred means of communication between the IEP and its students. Students can 
leave a message in an IEP member of staff’s mailbox and pick up the reply from their 
own box on the following day. 

6.  Post: we consider this as an excellent means for non-urgent communication. Post mail 
is opened every morning and distributed to the mailboxes. We are proud that all letters 
to IEP receive an answer: either by email, telephone or post.

7.   All letters from IEP have IEP letter headings and are personally signed.
8.  Communication by circular or placard: communication is fundamental to any or-

ganisation. All information, however insignificant, should be conveyed to all members 
of staff, users or clients. Students and lecturers are at the centre of our attention and 
hence we correspondingly try to provide a regular flow of  information to them: on 
placards and/or by letter sent either to their residences or their IEP mailboxes (this is 
particularly important for Undergraduate, Master’s and Doctoral Degree students but 
the principle is applied whenever possible).

9.  There  are  currently  news  boards  for  the  Undergraduate,  Master’s  and Doctoral 
Degree Programmes, designed for the publication of grades and other important infor-
mation, such as exam dates, timetables and classrooms, thesis discussion and so forth, 
in addition to another information board for detailing events taking place under the 
auspices of the IEP: Nova Cidadania, APCP, the Churchill Society, etc.. Responsibility for 
these placards is naturally of whoever heads the respective working area. 
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10.  Corridor chat: we reduce it to a civilised minimum, hence neither too much nor ex-
cessively little. We are proud of our Senior and Junior Common Room, the Prince Henry 
The Navigator Room. We always use it with self-restraint so that other groups and/or 
persons may feel comfortable using the room at the same time. Outside lunch and tea 
breaks, this facility is primarily considered a reading room rather than a place for social 
exchange. IEP visiting professors and guests are welcomed in Prince Henry’s room and 
requested to wait there, should this be necessary. The rules for accessing and using 
Prince Henry’s common room are affixed at its entrance. The noise coming from this 
room should not prove a distraction to those working in the adjoining offices. Telephone 
conversations are not welcome at Prince Henry’s room.

11.  Meetings: swe reduce meetings to a minimum, we make them focused and well pre-
pared. We think that a 60-minute-meeting is already a long one. The timetables provided 
to each member of staff stipulate regular meeting requirements. Staff requiring meet-
ings with other staff incorporate these into their timetables even when their regularity 
is fortnightly, monthly or longer.

12.  All non-urgent communication between IEP members of staff are undertaken through 
the mailbox system or by email. In the most urgent cases the internal phone is to be 
used and only in the final instance does one directly contact the person in their respec-
tive office. Entrance into others’ offices is not perceived as a normal form of contact 
except where such facilities are open to the public or the person visited is supervised by 
the visiting staff member within the Institute’s hierarchy, but not in the contrary sense. 
We try not to interfere in other people’s schedule and we respect their privacy.

MANAGEMENT
13.  Timetables: Every member of staff has a well-defined and publicly available working time-

table and display it on their office door. Whenever there are hours for serving the public, 
these are stipulated and announced and not take up the full working timetable. Office 
opening times are also publicized by affixing them publicly and including them in answer-
ing machine messages. At times when offices are open to the public we do not regard as 
proper absences from the working place. Whenever encountering somebody in the IEP 
corridor who appears hesitant about where to go, we consider as our first duty to assist 
that person – rather than continuing to talk to our colleague. 

14.  Holidays: All IEP members of staff are expected to submit their proposed holiday sched-
ule to the management and this has to be explicitly approved. It is not proper for leave 
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of absence to be requested by department heads when their respective sectors of ac-
tivity are operational, especially those involving the public. Exceptional cases always 
require prior and explicit authorisation by the Institute Board.

15.  Calendars: All members of staff keep their own diaries. We try that all commitments 
are marked down in the diary alongside the deadlines for task completion on at least 
a term-by-term basis. Where there are days or parts of days commonly given over to 
a specific function (classes, meeting, serving the public), these are filled in from the 
outset in the respective days, at least through to the end of the first term.

16.  Planning: Planning is essential for everybody having to meet deadlines. We make a 
list of all the tasks and functions necessary to meet the deadline. These are then ret-
rospectively scheduled from the deadline backwards to the present (and in a process 
subject to repetition until all such tasks “fit in”). This is crucial in order to counter 
the tendency to leave everything until the deadline is already looming and then quite 
possibly not meet the deadline. 

17.  Routine: Every very busy person knows that one of the keys to productivity lies in trans-
forming anything that can be into a routine so that it becomes somethingautomatic. A 
timetable is one small step, reading the mail in the morning and before going out, is an-
other; finding time for dealing with others, yet another; dedicating one period to studying 
and another to correspondence, phone calls, etc. is another important step. However, 
turning certain tasks into routines is also more far-reaching and thus more challenging 
at the outset: drafting standardised letter formats, folders of information, and so forth. 
Whenever necessary, they can simply be reused, without the need to rewrite all over again.  
Where there are seasonal tasks, these should be written in one’s diary up to the end of the 
term or academic year. This all means investing some time in planning and establishing 
routines. This is not time wasted; it is in fact a valuable investment. 

18.  Coordinators are responsible for the communications and public notifications issued by 
their respective departments, which should be submitted first for due approval. All mem-
bers of staff should be aware of the contents of the annual calendar defined by the Board. 

19.  The IEP On weekdays, when there are classes, the IEP is open until 8.30 pm.
20.  Access to the journals and books in Prince Henry’s common room is free. To reserve 

or/and borrow books, interested parties should contact the UCP library. 
21.  At the entrance to the Sir Winston Churchill meeting rooms, there is a monthly 

schedule detailing when they are going to be used each day. All meetings are to be 
listed, including all Master’s, Doctoral and Undergraduate Degree Programme tutorials. 
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This allows the room to be used by all in a comfortable and convenient manner. 
22.  At IEP, we think time is money and subscribe to Sir Winston Churchill’s view that 

“unpunctuality is a vile habit”. We therefore always start in time and finish on time. 

DRESS CODE

23.  All IEP contracted members of staff are proud to dress appropriately and with the 
formality corresponding to the responsibilities they hold, which includes a jacket and tie 
for gentlemen and the equivalent for ladies. In the Sir Winston Churchill meeting-room 
and Institute offices gentlemen may feel free to take off their jacket but this does not ex-
tend to the tie. In Prince Henry room both jackets and ties are to be worn. Throughout the 
IEP, the wearing of shorts, T-shirts, flip-flops, trainers or blue-jeans is not permitted. These 
rules apply only to IEP contracted members of staff and not to students or visitors, whose 
occasionally excessively casual or vulgar dress should not, in principle, draw comment. 
On the other hand, national, regional, local or institutionally--specific dress, however ec-
centric it might appear, should always be both respected and welcomed. All IEP lecturers, 
including guest speakers, are strongly encouraged to wear jackets and ties in classes and 
tutorials. Members of staff contractually bound to the IEP consider this dress code part of 
their voluntary contract with the Institute.

GENTLEMANSHIP

24.  No rule can replace a sense of personal responsibility, common sense and each indi-
vidual’s own sense of humour and taste. We regard general rules as a comfortable and 
convenient protection against arbitrariness and unstable expectations. We therefore try 
to apply general rules with neither Prussian rigidity nor Mediterranean laxity. Portugal 
is an Atlantic (and not Mediterranean) country, signatory not only to the world’s longest 
lasting alliance but also the oldest free trade agreement, and a pioneer of the Discoveries. 
In our small IEP-UCP we enjoy trying to fulfil the duty of honouring our noble traditions.
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1. MA in Governance, Leadership  
    and Democracy Studies 

GENERAL TERMS

1.  Universidade Católica Portuguesa, through its Institute for Political Studies, awards the 
title of Master’s Degree in Governance, Leadership and Democracy Studies. 

2.  The awarding of the Master’s Degree title depends on the attendance and successful 
completion of the curricular program (57 ECTS) and the writing, discussion and approval 
of a dissertation (33 ECTS). The Master’s Degree corresponds to a total of 90 ECTS.

3.  Students completing only the curricular phase obtain the right to a Certificate of 
Post-Graduation. 

PROGRAM COMPOSITION 

1.  Curricular programme (57 ECTS) corresponding to the compulsory and elective subjects. 
All courses and seminars require in-person student attendance.

2.  Writing and defending a dissertation (33 ECTS). This phase, that does not require in-
person attendance, may be carried out simultaneous to an internship and/or exchange 
program or, in the case of international students, in their home countries. In this phase, 
personal attendance is only obligatory when defending the dissertation. 

PART VII 

Regulation
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MASTER’S DEGREE ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS

Eligible for application to the Master’s Degree Programmes are all holders of undergraduate 
degrees (1st cycle).

Documents required for application:

   Submission of online registration form

   2 recommendation letters

   1 copy of an identity document 

   CV with picture 

   Academic Transcript

   2 essays written (2*2,500 words maximum) 

   Payment of application fee

DELIVERY OF DOCUMENTS

1. All documents should be sent immediately after submitting the application to maiep@ucp.pt 

2.  Documentation of the academic qualifications referred to in the respective CV may be 
sent to maiep@ucp.pt within a maximum of 10 (ten) working days prior to the academic 
semester beginning, with the application conditional to completing this requirement. 

3.  All documents may also be submitted on paper directly to the IEP Secretariat. 

4.  The originals of all documents delivered in a digital or photocopied paper format need 
only to be presented on the formal act of registration. 

APPLICATION FEE

1.  Following submission of applications, students receive an email with instructions on 
how to pay the application fee. 

2.  The application process only begins on payment of this fee.
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CANDIDATE EVALUATION  

1.  Candidate selection takes into account the following:   

 a) end of undergraduate degree classification; 

 b) relevant Curriculum Vitae contents; 

 c) due consideration of the student’s essays; 

 d) due consideration of the student’s letters of recommendation. 

2.  Candidates are notified about the evaluation and final decision within a period of no 
more than 15 working days following the termination of each phase.   

 
CURRICULAR PHASE  

1. In the curricular phase, Master’s Degree students are to obtain 57 credits through the 
evaluation received from the compulsory subjects and the elective subjects chosen until 
attaining the aforementioned number of credits.

2.  IEP teaching practices require in-person and participative attendance.

ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS FOR THE DISSERTATION 
WRITING AND VIVA VOCE PHASE  

1.  Eligible for admission to the Dissertation Writing and Viva voce Phase are all students 
completing the Curricular Phase with a minimum average grade of 14 in 20.

1.  Students who do not meet this grade at the end of their Curricular Phase may:

a)   undertake upgrade examinations in compulsory curricular subjects to obtain an 
average of over 14 in 20; 

b)   undertake upgrade examinations in elective curricular subjects with the objective 
of replacing optional curricular units returning lower grades in order to obtain 
both 57 credits and an average of over 14 in 20.
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DISSERTATION SUPERVISION  

1.  Dissertation preparation is supervised by an Institute for Political Studies or International 
Advisory Board professor or researcher, and accepting co-supervision by a professor or 
researcher from another higher education institute whenever duly justified.

2.  The supervisor is formally nominated by dispatch signed into effect by the Institute’s Director.

DISSERTATION PROJECT  

1.  The Project should include:    

 a) the title and subtitle of the future dissertation;  

 b)   a summary presentation of the theme and the form of approach in no more than 
2,500 words;  

 c) a first detailed index of the future dissertation; 

 d) a first bibliographic survey. 

2.  These documents are accompanied by a declaration from the student’s supervisor 
expressing their respective approval of the project presented and their willingness to 
supervise the candidate’s project. 

3.  Project acceptance furthermore requires the approval of both the Master’s Degree 
Coordination Council and the Institute’s Board.  

4.  The project may be approved prior to the student completing the curricular phase whilst 
nevertheless remaining conditional on conclusion. 

DISSERTATION PROJECT DELIVERY DEADLINES  

         SEPTEMBER INTAKE FEBRUARY INTAKE

 Between February 1 and July 31  Between September 1 and February 28

[In order to finish the programme in one calendar year, the deadline is the end of the initial 
semester: January 31 for the September intake and July 31 for the February intake]
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DISSERTATION WRITING

1.  The Dissertation should have a minimum of 15 thousand and a maximum of 25 thousand 
words, excluding the bibliography and annexes, with the text typed, with double spaces, 
and with footnotes with one space. 

2.  Each thesis should begin by stating the approximate number of words and a summary 
of no more than 300 words. 

3.  The  dissertation  may  be  printed or  duplicated  with  its  first  page  containing  the 
following details:

   a) the name and emblem of the University and the Institute; 

  b) the specialist field;

  c) the name of the supervisor; 

  d) the name of the candidate; 

  e) the dissertation title.

DOCUMENTS NECESSARY TO DISSERTATION DELIVERY

   5 Printed copies of the Master’s Degree Thesis;

  4 Digital copies of the Master’s Degree Thesis (CD cover properly identified and 
document in searchable pdf);

  4 Curriculum Vitae copies;

  1 Letter from the supervisor testifying that the thesis is due for consideration; 1 
Statement authorizing archive on the Institutional Repository of UCP (attachment);

   1 statement confirming that the content of the Thesis is original and that is properly 
referenced (attachment). 
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DISSERTATION DELIVERY DEADLINES

         SEPTEMBER INTAKE FEBRUARY INTAKE

     Between September 1 and January 31    Between February 1 and June 30

[In order to finish the programme in one calendar year, the deadline is: July 15 for the 
September intake and December 15 for the February intake] 

JURY AND DISSERTATION VIVA VOCE

1.  The Jury for the defence of the dissertation consists of two professors from the respective 
specific scientific field – the Discussant and the President of Jury.

2.  The Jury is nominated by the Rector of Universidade Católica Portuguesa on the proposal 
of the Director of the Institute for Political Studies, within a period of no longer than 30 
days following the presentation of the aforementioned proposal.

3.  The Jury nomination dispatch and its respective President should, within a period of no 
longer than 5 working days, be communicated in writing to the candidate and is affixed 
at the appropriate site in the University.

4.  Within a period of no longer than 30 days following publication of the dispatch nominating 
the Jury, this latter entity is to rule on whether to accept the dissertation or to propose 
the candidate undertake its reformulation. 

The Jury´s decision on dissertation acceptance or proposal to undertake its formulation 
should be communicated in writing to the candidate within a period of no longer than 5 
working days.

5.  Within a maximum period of 60 days, whenever dissertation reformulation is the outcome, 
the candidate may present the reformulated dissertation or affirm their intention to 
retain the dissertation unchanged. 
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6.  The public defence of the dissertation should take place within a period of no longer than 
30 days as from:

 a) the date of dissertation acceptance;

 b) the date of reformulated dissertation delivery;

 c) the declaration of turning down the opportunity for any reformulation.

7.  Any and all members of the Jury may participate in the discussion. The candidate is to 
be provided with an identical length of time to that taken by members of the jury.

8.  With the discussion concluded, the Jury then meets to deliberate and rule on the 
candidate’s final classification. 

9.  Candidates approved are attributed one of the following classifications: Rite – pass (10-
13 grades); Feliciter – Good (14-15 grades); Magna cum laude – Very Good (16-17 grades); 
Summa cum laude – Excellent (18-20 grades). 

DIPLOMAS AND INSTITUTE CERTIFICATION 

1. The final Master’s Degree result is attained from the weighted average of the ECTS credit 
classifications obtained in curricular units and the dissertation classification obtained. 

2. The Master’s Degree certificate and diploma should be requested from the university’s 
Academic Secretary. 

Regulations of other academic programmes can be found on IEP’s website in Portuguese.
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ADDRESS

Instituto de Estudos Políticos
Universidade Católica Portuguesa

Palma de Cima 
1649-023 Lisbon, Portugal

IEP TELEPHONE NUMBER

(+351) 21 721 4129

WEBSITE

www.iep.lisboa.ucp.pt 

USEFUL TELEPHONE NUMBERS AT UNIVERSIDADE CATÓLICA

GENERAL NUMBER

(+351) 21 721 4000

LIBRARY

(+351) 21 721 4016

CHAPLAINCY

(+351) 21 721 4105
COPY CENTER/DUPLIX

(+351) 21 721 4025
SUPPORT OFFICE CENTER (GAPA) 

(+351) 21 721 4037

SCHOOL SECRETARY 
(+351) 21 721 4083

PART VIII 
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4215

4213

4210

4208

4211

Nº Gab

4214

4209

4212

4207

4206

Hall

João Carlos Espada

Ana Sofia Mendes

Susana Pedro

Sónia Ribeiro

General Fontes Ramos

José Manuel Durão Barroso

André Azevedo Alves

João Pereira Coutinho

Daniela Nunes

Joana Ramos

Inês Bandeira

Cátia Silva

Miguel Paim

Nome

Michelle Santos
Raquel Gatta

Inês Gregório

Nuno Sampaio

William Hasselberger hasselberger@ucp.pt

Mónica Dias

Francisco Proença Garcia

Lívia Franco

Eugénia Gamboa

Manuel Braga da Cruz

Rafael Dias

Orlando Samões

Ivone Moreira

José Tomaz Castello Branco

Rita Seabra Brito

Director

Coordenação Serviços Escolares; 
Coordenação Orçamento

Serviços Escolares IEP – PG, Mest. e Dout.

Coordenação LIAM, PAEM

Professor Convidado IEP

Coordenação da Licenciatura em CP e  
RI, Programa Erasmus e Edições IEP/NC

Director Centro de Estudos Europeus

Dean for Research Coordenação do 
Centro de Investigação do IEP (CIEP)

Dean for Academic Programmes

Coordenação de Marketing  
e Promoção

Assistente CIEP

Assistente Executiva Estágios, 
Empregabilidade e Eventos

Coordenação Executiva dos Estágios 
e Empregabilidade e Coordenação  
de Eventos

Secretariado Licenciatura e 
Coordenação Executiva do 
Programa Erasmus

Cargo

Chefe de Gabinete da Direcção
Assistente do Gabinete da Direcção

CIEP; Assistente A3ES; Assistente 
Qualidade

Coordenador Programas Internacionais

Coordenação Doutoramento em CP e RI

Coordenação Programas com 
Moçambique, Programas Avançados e 
Acreditação

Coordenação da área de Relações 
Internacionais do CIEP

Coordenadora Estágios, Empregabilidade 
e Mentoring

Membro de Direcção e do Conselho 
Científico do IEP

Secretariado Geral

Coordenação Mestrado em CP e RI  
e Programas Internacionais

Coordenação MAGLDS

Directora EPF

2172140705138

217214138

2172140615511

217 214 1375513

Nº TelefoneExt. 

2172141455125

2172250795135

217214071

217214129

217214143

217214148

2172141075154

2172250795135

217225079

217214137

5135

5135

5109

5123

5307

5307

5128

5128

5118

5145

1135

jespada@ucp.pt5306

ana.mendes@ucp.pt 

licenciaturas.iep@ucp.pt
maiep@ucp.pt
posgrad.iep@ucp.pt
miguel.paim@ucp.pt  
e susana.pedro@ucp.pt 

fontesramos@sapo.pt 

europe.iep@ucp.pt

azevedoalves@ucp.pt 

jpcoutinho@ucp.pt 

daniela.nunes@ucp.pt; 
info.iep@ucp.pt

catia.silva@ucp.pt

Endereço de e-mail

mlobo@ucp.pt

ines.gregorio@ucp.pt 

nsampaio@ucp.pt 

joana.ramos@ucp.pt

ibandeira@ucp.pt 

moni@ucp.pt

franciscoproenca 
garcia@ucp.pt

lfranco@ucp.pt

egamboa@ucp.pt

mbcruz@ucp.pt

secretariado.iep@ucp.pt

rafael.dias@ucp.pt 

samoes@ucp.pt

sonia.ribeiro@ucp.pt 

raquel.gatta@ucp.pt

imoreira@ucp.pt

jtcb@ucp.pt 

rita.seabra@ucp.pt 

IEP TELEPHONE NUMBERS & E-MAIL ADDRESSES
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FULL MEMBER

AN ASSOCIATION OF LEADING 
EUROPEAN UNIVERSITIES

NETHERLANDS

Leiden 
EST. 1575

FINLAND

Helsingin
Yliopisto 

EST. 1640

SWITZERLAND

GIIDS 
Geneve 

EST. 1927

ITALY

Bologna 
EST. 1088

FRANCE

Panthéon 
Sorbonne 

Paris 
EST. 1252

SPAIN

Universidad 
Complutense 

de Madrid 
EST. 1499

Universidad 
Pompeu Fabra 

Barcelona 
EST. 1990

REPUBLIC
CZECH

Karlova V 
Prague 

EST. 1348

POLAND

Jaglellonski 
Krakow 

EST. 1364

München 
EST. 1472

Freie  
Universität  

EST. 1948

GERMANY

Oxford 
EST. 1096/1167

St. Andrews 
EST. 1413

ENGLAND

DENMARK LUXEMBOURG BELGIUM ESTONIAPORTUGAL

University of 
Copenhagen 

EST. 1479

University of 
Luxembourg 

EST. 2003

KU Leuven 
EST. 1425

University  
of Tartu 

Est. 1632

IEP UCP 
EST. 1996
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INSTITUTO DE ESTUDOS POLÍTICOS 
UNIVERSIDADE CATÓLICA PORTUGUESA

Palma de Cima—1649-023 Lisboa Portugal
Telf. (+351) 217 214 129 Fax (+351) 217 271 836 

E-mail secretariado.iep@ucp.pt
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